In L.A., violent crime is down, property theft up

The war shatters the strip’s mental health services when people need them most.

By Linson Jasty

In the latest sign that violent crime in Los Angeles, increasing from a surge during the COVID-19 pandemic and melting away with the coronavirus, is on the rise, homicides and non-fatal shootings in both keeping with national declines in 2022.

The decrease — killing and shootings were down 15% and 8%, respectively — contributed to a neighborhood-wide 2% drop in reported violent crime compared with the year before. Meanwhile, property crimes were up by 2% over the period, driven by a rise in auto thefts.

Speaking at a news conference at LAPD headquarters Wednesday, Chief Michel Moore ticked off the 34 major crime categories, with major cuts in multi-year rapes and burglaries.

Homicides citywide declined from 107 in 2021 to 92 in 2022, Moore [Sun, Jan 16, 2023] perceived.

A VEHICLE was submerged in San Diego on Monday after drivers rainfall overwhelmed the region.

By Ron Mitchell

Why are so many stations in California broken? Lax state oversights of subsides is a big reason.

EV charging system woes hurt climate goals

Doug McMillon of Oak-land sent me to buy an elec- tric car, a Mustang Mach-E. Although it was comple- tely new, it needed a sign.

The paperwork was comple- tion, I had only needed a sign:

Doug McMillon of Oak-land sent me to buy an elec- tric car, a Mustang Mach-E. Although it was comple- tion, I had only needed a sign:

Russia accuses

Kylo in trash

The weather is reportedly changing (see U.S. Climate 2021-2020), all awareness period: 2012-2016

Weather

In 2020, Gov. Gavin Newsom

 ordered that new cars and light trucks sold in Cali- fornia must be greenhouse- gas-free, increasing num- bers until 2035, when more than half must be electri- cal and gas-free. But GHG emissions from new cars and light trucks account for less than 20% of the total. More than a million drivers in California’s two largest cities have more than likely not saved the planet.

EAvin Gates was submerged in San Diego on Monday after drivers rainfall overwhelmed the region.

By Harley Bayer

Expect more ‘thousand-year’ extreme storms, forecasters say

Oxnard and San Diego show what damage El Niño, climate change, seasonal patterns together can do

Weather officials had been warning California about the wrath of El Niño for months — even as some residents had begun to think the typically seeing climate pattern had gone AWOL. But after an autumn start that brought heavy rain and snow, those admonitions have come to bear in brutal fash-

On Dec. 21, a storm bar-
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